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A hands-on approach
Private equity trusts offer a solution for investors seeking a tightly
controlled and monitored approach to ESG…
Update
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More and more global corporations view a duty to society as
part of their fiduciary duty to shareholders. Whether that is a
commitment to better governance, community engagement, or
better environmental practices that help protect the planet, the
goal is to protect and grow both shareholder value and the value
to society over time.
The growth over time of global Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG) assets support this. According to Bloomberg,
global ESG assets may surpass $41 trillion by the end of 2022 and
are forecast to exceed $50 trillion by 2025, representing a third
of the total in projected total assets under management globally
. Analysis published by Bloomberg earlier this year shows that
Europe accounts for half of global ESG assets and the US saw a
massive increase in ESG exposure last year. The analysis further
postulates that the next wave of growth could come from Asia,
particularly from Japan.
ESG integration can take different forms. ESG positive investment
strategies are available in actively managed funds and ETFs,
and various investment trusts have an explicit ESG focused
strategy, such as wind, solar and renewable energy. There is also
a growing awareness among investors that ESG considerations
are integral to analysing risk and returns. This means ESG factors
extend beyond pure ESG focused strategies and investors are
increasingly evaluating investment managers on their level
of ESG integration and processes within the context of their
portfolios. For NB Private Equity Partners (NBPE), the Londonlisted investment trust focused on direct investments through an
approach called co-investing, ESG is a core part of the manager,
Neuberger Berman’s, investment process.
According to Jennifer Signori, who oversees ESG integration
within the private markets team at Neuberger Berman, one of the
reasons ESG and private equity work well together is a matter of
natural synergy.
“Private equity managers tend to focus on sectors that are less
resource intensive or asset heavy. These also tend to be sectors
that are more efficient and experience less volatility, benefitting
from secular tailwinds.”
Another reason private equity and ESG can go hand-in-hand
is due to private equity investors taking controlling ownership
stakes of companies.
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“As direct investors with controlling stakes, private
equity managers can drive change and value through
value-creation and sustainability initiatives within
the companies they own, something which is far
more difficult to achieve as a minority shareholder in
a listed company.”
For a co-investor like NBPE, ESG screening starts
with considering ESG factors at the company level
prior to making an investment. Neuberger Berman
then builds on this by evaluating the lead private
equity managers – and their level of ESG integration.
By incorporating these factors into due diligence
and analysis, the investment team believes it
considers the effect that ESG factors may have on
NBPE’s investment performance, therefore adding
value to the investment process. Where these
factors are significantly negative and unmitigated
for a particular company at the time of investment,
Neuberger Berman will simply decide not to make an
investment.
“There is a deep level of due-diligence taking place
which allows us to turn over every stone, including
ESG,” says Jennifer. “An approach like this is even
more important in a highly volatile market like the
one we are witnessing today where the focus is on
mitigating risk and how companies are equipped to
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navigate evolving supply chains, regulatory standards, and
sustainability-driven consumer preferences.”
Neuberger Berman incorporates three key ESG pillars
into its investment process; it seeks to avoid sectors and
companies which have significantly adverse social or
environmental outcomes, to assess material ESG factors
as a part of the evaluation of risks and opportunities,
and to amplify exposure to companies with positive
environmental or social characteristics.
GFL Environmental, one of the largest providers of
environmental services in Canada, is a good example of a
current portfolio company and this approach in action.
NBPE co-invested in the company alongside BC Partners
in 2018. GFL is a provider of environmental services in a
growing market focused on proper waste management.
The team supported the view that there was the
opportunity to add value by improving overall company
operations and, because it was operating in a fragmented
market, to grow by acquisition and further solidify a
leadership position.
Furthermore, under its private equity ownership, the
company improved its employee safety systems and
protocols and introduced less carbon intensive trucks in its
fleet, transitioning away from diesel in certain cases.
While ESG integration has been a fundamental part of
NBPE’s investment process for many years, the board of
NBPE formalised its commitment to ESG in 2020 through
its Sustainable and Responsible Investment policy.
When we spoke to Neuberger Berman recently, they
said that the vast majority of the trust’s directly invested
portfolio has ‘neutral’ sustainability potential, with
mixed or unknown benefit to people or the environment.
An example of a neutral company would be a consumer
retailer or a business software company. There is also 22%
of the portfolio that demonstrates positive sustainability
potential – with the ability to have an overall positive
benefit to people or the environment, such as companies
operating in the healthcare sector or education.
View NBPE’s portfolio and Responsible Investment policy
here
View the latest research note here
Click here to add NBPE to your watchlist
Click here to read related research
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Disclaimer
This report has been issued by Kepler Partners LLP. The analyst who has prepared this report is aware that Kepler Partners LLP
has a relationship with the company covered in this report and/or a conflict of interest which may impair the objectivity of the
research.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. The value of investments can fall as well as rise and you may get back
less than you invested when you decide to sell your investments. It is strongly recommended that if you are a private investor
independent financial advice should be taken before making any investment or financial decision.
Kepler Partners is not authorised to make recommendations to retail clients. This report has been issued by Kepler Partners LLP, is
based on factual information only, is solely for information purposes only and any views contained in it must not be construed as
investment or tax advice or a recommendation to buy, sell or take any action in relation to any investment.
The information provided on this website is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or
country where such distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject Kepler Partners LLP to any
registration requirement within such jurisdiction or country. In particular, this website is exclusively for non-US Persons. Persons
who access this information are required to inform themselves and to comply with any such restrictions.
The information contained in this website is not intended to constitute, and should not be construed as, investment advice. No
representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by any person as to the accuracy or completeness of the information
and no responsibility or liability is accepted for the accuracy or sufficiency of any of the information, for any errors, omissions or
misstatements, negligent or otherwise. Any views and opinions, whilst given in good faith, are subject to change without notice.
This is not an official confirmation of terms and is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell or take any action in
relation to any investment mentioned herein. Any prices or quotations contained herein are indicative only.
Kepler Partners LLP (including its partners, employees and representatives) or a connected person may have positions in or
options on the securities detailed in this report, and may buy, sell or offer to purchase or sell such securities from time to time,
but will at all times be subject to restrictions imposed by the firm’s internal rules. A copy of the firm’s Conflict of Interest policy is
available on request.
PLEASE SEE ALSO OUR TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Kepler Partners LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN 480590), registered in England and Wales
at 70 Conduit Street , London W1S 2GF with registered number OC334771.
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